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we define trammid @@ds, a~;1 extension of both interval and permutation graphs. ‘vile show 
that this new class properly contains the union of the two former classes, and that trapezoid 
graphs are equivalent o the incomparability graphs of partially ordered sets having interval order 
dimension at most two. We provide an optimal coloring algorithm for trapezoid graphs that runs 
in time o(nk), where n is the number of nodes and k is the chromatic number of the graph. Our 
coloring algorithm has direct applications to channel routing on integrated circuits. 
1. Introduction 
Vertex coloring of a graph is a well-known NP-complete problem, but for certain 
classes of graphs it can be solved in polynomial time [lo]. For example, the com- 
plements of transitively orientable (coTR0) graphs can be colored in 0(n4) time, 
where n is the number of vertices [5]. The coTR0 graphs are also known as incom- 
parabiiity graphs, complements of comparability graphs, and function graphs 
[5,6,8]. Within the class of coTR0 graphs there are a number of subclasses for 
which even more efficient algorithms exist, such as interval graphs and permutation 
graphs that can be colored in time O(n log n) [S]. We introduce a new subclass of 
coTR0 graphs which properly contains the union of these two classes and that can 
be colored in time O(rrk), where k is the minimum number of colors necessary. 
Coloring algorithms for both interval graphs and permutation graphs have direct 
applications to wire routing problems for integrated circuits. Both problems can be 
formulated in geometric terms as a layout problem. In particular, each reflects an 
important aspect of channel routing [I, 121: interval graphs represent track assign- 
ment, and permutation graphs represent layer assignment for routing two-point nets 
across a channel. 
The two problems interact in an interesting way when the following generalization 
is made: 
(1) each net may contain more than one ter 
channel, as shown in Fig. 1; 
side of the routing 
(2) the nets must be routed in such a way t et is re 
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Fig. 1. A channel routing problem. 
layer, i.e., no layer changes are allowed along a net. 
Under these conditions, the extreme terminals of each net define a trapezoidal 
region, and a graph can be induced in which vertices correspond to nets and edges 
are drawn between ets whose trapezoids intersect (hence the name). A minimal col- 
oring of such a graph corresponds to the best way in which layers can be assigned 
to nets in the aforementioned wiring model. 
In Section 2, we define the model more precisely and establish the correspondence 
between the layout problem and the graph coloring problem in a formal way. We 
show that the class of trapezoid graphs is equivalent to the incomparability graphs 
of partially ordered sets having interval order dimension at most wo, and, therefore, 
contains the union of the interval and the permutation graphs. In Section 3, we 
devise a vertex coloring algorithm for trapezoid graphs and proceed to prove its op- 
timality and analyze its complexity. We conclude with a discussion of the results and 
their relevance in Section 4, and state a few topics for future research. 
2. Motivation and classification 
A channel is a pair of two (infinite) horizontal lines, the top side and the bottom 
side (separated vertically by an unspecified amount) with labelled points along them 
called terminals or ports. All the terminals bearing the same label constitute anet; 
for convenience, we use integral numbers (1, . . . , n) as labels, as in Fig. 1. 
Channel routing is the problem of connecting all terminals of each net (by wires 
or integrated circuitry) in such a way that no two nets are shorted (electrically). Each 
net can be realized as a tree residing in the gap between the channel sides. To con- 
struct hese trees, we have a number of conducting layers at our disposal. A variety 
models may be used to rs to nets depending on the routing 
employed [K&13]. el is ?he multi-wire, or single-layer-per- 
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Fig. 2. The char+ nf Fig. ! routed in the multi-wire model using a minimum number of layers. 
net model, in which a net is assigned a layer that is to be used for the whole tree 
realizing it without any layer changes allo wed along the wires. Figure 2 shows a valid 
routing of the channel from Fig. 1 using the multi-wire model. 
Even though a tree can assume a multitude of shapes, it must span at least the 
extent Df the net both along the top side as well as along the bottom. Let us define 
ai to be the leftmost erminal of net i along the top side of the channel; similarly, 
let bi, ci 9 and di be the rightmost op, leftmost bottom, and rightmost bottom ter- 
minals of net i, respectively. Finally, let Ti be the trapezoid efined by the four cor- 
ner points [ai, &, Ci, di]. Figure 3 shows a trapezoidal representation f the channel 
from Fig. 1. Notice that if a net is represented ona side only once, then the trapezoid 
degenerates into a triangle or even a straight line. 
Trapezoids, as defined here, are very useful in capturing the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditio ns for assigning different layers to different nets. The key observation 
is summarized in the following lemma: 
Fig. 3. A trapezoidal representation. 
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Lemma 2.1. There exist noncrossing trees realizing nets i and j if and only if c 0 q 
is empty. 
Proof. The “if” part is trivial-simply draw any tree realizing the net inside each 
trapezoid. To prove the “only if” part, let us assume that Ti and Tj do intersect. 
We shall show that any pair of trees realizing nets i and j must cross. We consider 
three cases, depending on how the two trapezoids intersect. 
Case I. One trapezoid contains the other. Without loss of ge,lerality, let us 
assume that Ti is the smaller trapezoid. Then the path going from ai to di in the tree 
realizing net i must cross the path from aj to dj in the tree realizing net j. 
Case 2. The two trapezoids intersect, but neither 
the path from ai to di in net i must cross the path 
of their bases intersect. 
from aj to dj in net j. 
Again, 
Case 3. The trapezoids intersect and their bases, on at least one side of the chan- 
nel, also intersect. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that the two top bases 
intersect, and that ai<aj. Then the path going from ai to bi in the tree that realizes 
net i must cross the path that goes from aj to Cj in the tree realizing net j. Cl 
Lemma 2.1 establishes that any coloring of the trapezoids in such a way that no 
two intersecting trapezoids hr;L*  the sa_me color, provides a valid layer assignment 
to the nets in the channel. This provides the motivation for introducing the follow- 
ing class of graphs: 
Definition 2.2. An undirected graph G = (V, E) is called a trapezoid graph if a chan- 
nel can be found such that each trapezoid induced by a net corresponds to a vertex 
in V, and (i, j) E E if and only if rl;: and Tj intersect. We call the family of trape- 
zoids (Ti) a trapezoidal representation for G. 
The class of trapezoid graphs includes two well-known classes of intersection 
graphs [S]: the permutation graphs are obtained in the case where ai = bi and Ci = di 
for all i, and the interval graphs are obtained in the case where ai = Ci and bi = di for 
all i. We will now show the relationship between trapezoids graphs and the interval 
order dimension of partial orders. 
A partially ordered set (poset), P= (X, e), is called an interval order if there exists 
a function mapping each x in X to an interval I,, of the real line such that x<y if 
and only if I, ( I,, i.e., 1’ lies totally to the left of $. Interval orders have been 
studied extensively over the past few decades, ee [4,5]. The interval order dimen- 
sion of a poset P, denoted by iodim(P), is the minimum number d of interval orders 
P r, ..*,Pd such that P=P, n l a* nP,, i.e., xcy iff x+y for all i= I, ..B,d. 
2.3. The interval order dimension iodim(P) is less than or equal to the usual 
partial order dimension dim( ) since every linear order is an interval order. 
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The incomparability graph of a poset P= (X, <) is the undirected graph G = (X,E) 
where x is adjacent oy in G if and only if x and y are incomparable inP, i.e., x<y 
and y xx. The incomparability graphs of interval orders are popularly known as the 
interval graphs, that is, the intersection graphs of intervals on a line. 
Theorem 2.4. An undirected graph is a trapezoid graph if and only if it is the incom- 
parability graph of a partial order having interval order dimension at most 2. 
Proof. Let G = (X, E) be the incomparability graph of P= (X, <) where iodim(P) s 
2. Then there exist two collections of intervals {I,’ }xcx and {I’)xcx such that 
x<ye [I,’ < 1 and 1: < I,?]. Define the trapezoid TX = [a,, bx, cx, d.J where 1: = 
[a,, bJ and 1: = [c,, dx]. Then TX fl Tu = 0 if and only if either x<y or y CX. Thus, 
G is a trapezoid graph. 
Conversely, let { Tx}XEX be a trapezoidal representation f G. For each XEX, let 
1. = [a,, bJ and I’= [c,, d,] be the intervals obtained from the top and bottom 
coordinates of 7”. Since & fI Tu = 0 if and only if either 1: < 1; and 1x2 <1; or 
I’ < 1 and 1; < I.$ it follows that G is the incomparability graph of a partial order 
of interval order dimension at most 2. 0 
As we stated earlier, the next result follows from the definitions, but it is also an 
immediate consequence of the theorem. 
Corollary 2.5. The class of trapezoid 
graphs and the interval graphs. 
graphs 1 properly contains both the permutation 
Proof. A permutation graph (respectively, interval graph) is the incomparability 
graph of a poset P with dim(P) r2 (respectively, iodim(P) = I). Figure 4 shows a 
I&! = 11,41 
1; = [2,61 
1; = [3,81 
/x’ = [9,133 
i; = [7,121 
/; = [5,111 
1; = [10,141 
1; = [3,81 
1; = [2,61 
I! = [1,41 
/#2= 15,111 
1; = t7,121 
/; = [9,131 
1; = [lo, 141 
Fig. 4, A trapezoid graph and a representation for it. 
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trapezoid graph which is neither a permutation graph nor an interval graph. Cl 
The survey paper [14] contains further references on interval order dimenion. In 
Section 4, we pose some related open problems. 
3. Cslsring trapezoid graphs 
The algorithm presented here finds the chromatic number of a given trapezoid 
graph as well as a valid coloring. We assume the graph is given along with its 
trapezoidal representation. ’ For notational convenience, we renumber the trape- 
zoids from 1 to n in increasing order of their Q coordinates, i.e. from left to right 
according to their top left corner. 
3.1. The coloring algorithm 
We use the following notation: The color assigned to q is denoted by COLOR(c). 
The pi+-*:- ollob!e q denotes the number of colors used thus far. For each color jsq, we 
define 
d,,& j) = max(di 1 COLOR(q) =j}, 
that is d,,(j) is the rightmost bottom corner that belongs to a trapezoid colored 
by color j. Finally, for each color j, T,,(j) denotes that trapezoid Ti for which 
d,,(P-4* 
The algorithm itself is similar to that used for permutation graph coloring 
[3,5,12], and is given as follows: 
(2) for+1 tondo 
(a) ELIGIBLE+{jI l~j~q, qf?T’,,(j)=fl} 
(b) if ELIGIBLE =0 then 
J l *+q+ 1; q+q+ 1 
(c) else 
d*+max{d&j) 1 jEELIGIBLE} 
j* + the color of that trapezoid T,,(j) for which dmax( j) =d* 
(d) COLOR(q) + j* 
(e) d&j ‘) * di ; Tmax(j *) + c 
(3) k+ q [k is the chromatic number of the graph.] 
ln words, color the trapezoids in increasing order, by their numbering. For each 
trapezoid, examine all colors that have been used so far. For each color, check only 
I In the case of a degenerate trapezoid, endpoints are repeated. 
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whether the trapezoid with the rightmost bottom corner within that color intersects 
with Ti. If they intersect, he color is ruled out. If all the colors are ruled out, then 
assign a new color. Otherwise, choose the color whose _Amax is the largest. In sum- 
mary, if we can use an existing color, we choose the rightmost color at the bottom 
among all the “legal” colors. 
Note that this algorithm can be used both for the optimization problem, i.e., to 
find the chromatic number of the graph, as well as for the decision problem, i.e., 
to check if the graph is k-colorable. The coloring in Fig. 2 is the one obtained from 
our algorithm. 
3.2. Correctness of the coloring algorithm 
We will now prove that the algorithm indeed finds a valid and minimum coloring 
of a trapezoid graph. To prove that the coloring is valid we need to show that no 
two intersecting trapezoids are assigned the same color. In terms of the algorithm, 
it is enough to show that when a trapezoid is assigned color j, it does not intersect 
with any other trapezoid previously colored jd Since, Ti Cl T,,(j) #0 implies that 
Ti will not be assigned color j, the validity of the coloring follows from the next 
lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. The trapezoid Ti does not intersect with an-v T’ (SC i) assigned colot j 
if and only if Ti does not intersect with Tmax( j). 
Proof. Assume that Ti and T,& j) do not intersect, and consider the state of the 
algorithm during iteration i. Since T,,(j) has already been colored, its a coor- 
dinate is to the left of ai. Thus, its whole top base is to the left of the top base of 
Ti. Moreover, since it does not intersect Ti, its bottom base is also entirely to the 
left of the bottom ‘base of Ti. Now, by induction, any other trapezoid previously 
colored j must be entirely to the left of I&&j), and therefore it too cannot in- 
tersect Ti. The converse is trivial. El 
The remaining problem is to prove that the coloring found is minimum. We shall 
do this in a constructive manner: given as input the coloring of the graph in k colors, 
as produced by the coloring algorithm, we show how to find a clique of size k in 
the trapezoid graph. The existence of such a clique proves that the graph cannot be 
colored in less than k colors. 
3.2.1. The clique algorithm 
We define TX to be the first trapezoid assigned the color k (the last color that was 
assigned, i.e., the chromatic number). The clique algorithm maintains two sets of 
trapezoids as its primary data structure: C contains members of the clique that has 
been found so far, and L contains can 
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only TX and L contains the k - 1 trapezoids, one of each color, that intersect TX 
and caused the assignment of color k to TX. There are also two key variables: Tnew 
Es the candidate from L currently being considered for inclusion in C, and Tc is the 
rightmost* trapezoid in C which does not intersect with Tnew . 
The clique algorithm is given as follows: 
(1) C + TX ; L + the values of the TmJj) during the iteration when TX was 
colored. 
(2) while L #B do 
(a) Tnew + rightmost rapezoid in L 
(b) if every trapezoid in C intersects with Tnew them 
move Tnew from L to C 
(c) eIse 
(1) T, + rightmost rapezoid in C which does not intersect with TneW 
(2) Ten+ the value of T,,(j) when T, was colored j 
(3) remove T, from C and insert Tct into L 
(4) move from C to L all trapezoicis n C that were to the left of T, 
(3) C is the requested clique of size k 
322. Proof of correctness OJ= ihe dkp4e algorithm 
Lemma 3.2. During the execution of the clique algorithm the following cond#ions 
hold: 
(i) L U C contains exactly one trapezoid of each color and, as a consequence, 
IL1 + ICI =k. 
(ii) All trapezoids in L are to the left of all trapezoids in C. 
(iii) All trapezoids in L U C intersect with TX. 
(iv) All trapezoids in L U C are to the left of TX. 
(v) All trapezoids in C intersect with each other. 
Proof. C is initialized to TX which has color k. L is initialized to k- 1 trapezoids 
that intersect with TX, were colored before TX, and represent the other k- 1 colors. 
Thus, initially, all conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied= We observe that L and C are 
changed only in Steps 2(b), 2(c3) and 2(c4). We proceed to prove that (i)-(v) are 
preserved by the application of these steps. 
(i) In Steps 2(b) and 2(c4) trapezoids are only moved between L and C. In Step 
2(c3) one trapezoid is removed from C and another trapezoid, having the same 
color, is added to L. 
2 The left and right relations between trapezoids are induced by their numbers (which in turn were 
defined according to the order of their Q cnnrdinates). This means that he following are equivalent: i<j, 
i is to the left of j, j is to the right of i, and a,<aj. 
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(ii) Since the coloring algorithm colors the trapezoids from left to right, initially 
TX is to the right of all the k- 1 trapezoids on L. In Step 2(b), the rightmost 
trapezoid in L is moved to C, so condition (ii) remains true. After Step 2(c4), only 
trapezoids that are to the ri ht of T,, remain in C. In Step 2(c3), TrPr which is to the 
left of T,, is added to L, and, in Step 2(c4), all trapezoids in C to the left of Tc are 
moved to L. Thus, all trapezoids in L are still to the left of all trapezoids in C. 
(iii) It suffices to show that T,# intersects with TX. But this follows immediately 
from Lemma 3.1. 
(iv) C is initialized to TX and is augmented only by new trapezoids from L. By 
condition (iii), TX is never chosen as T,, and so TX never leaves C. Therefore, by 
condition (ii), TX is the rightmost in L U C. 
(v) A trapezoid is inserted into C only if it intersects all the other trapezoids 
already in C (Step 2(b)). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Whenever the clique algorithm reaches Step 2(c2), the necessary TEt 
does exist. 
Proof. The algorithm reaches Step 2(c2) if Tnew does not intersect T,. By Lemma 
3.2(ii), T, was colored after Tnew , and, by Lemma 3.2(i), their colors are different. 
According to the coloring algorithm and Lemma 3.1, this means that ELIGIBLE was 
not empty and T, received the color of another trapezoid, namely T,,. 0 
Theorem 3.4. The clique algorithm stops, and the final value of C is a clique of 
gize k. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the algorithm does not get stuck in Step 2(c2). Each time Step 
2(c3) is performed, the trapezoid Tc is removed from C and Tel, which is to the left 
of T,, is inserted into L as the representative of the same color in L U C. That same 
Tc can never return to L or C. Thus, Step 2(c3) can be performed at most n-k 
times, where n is the number of trapezoids, ince 1 L I+ 1 Cl = k. Therefore, algorithm 
will stop. 
Since the algorithm stops when L is empty, we have ICI = k. Thus, by Lemma 
3.2(v), C contains a clique of size k. El 
As a corollary of Theorem 3.4 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. The coloring algorithm correctly produces a minimum cobring of a 
trapezoid graph. 
3.3. The complexity of the coloring algorithm 
Following Lemma 3.1, for every color only one tra 
intersection with $lx current rapezoi 
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&a needs to be updated. Checking for intersection between two trapezoids takes 
constant ime (by comparing their corner coordinates). Since there are at most k 
colors at any given point in time, and since there are exactly n iterations in the 
algorithm, the overall time complexity is O(nk) (this generally subsumes the time 
needed to sort the a coordinates). 
The space complexity is O(n), since all we need is space to store the coordinates 
and selected colors of each trapezoid as well as k pointers for designating the 
rightmost rapezoid of each color (and ks n). 
1. Discussion 
Motivated by an application to channel routing on integrated circuits, we have 
defined a new class of graphs which generalizes both interval and permutation 
graphs. We have devised alow complexity coloring algorithm for this family, which, 
in its formulation, is a natural extension to the permutation graph coloring 
algorithm of [3]. The main difference is in proving that this algorithm indeed finds 
an optimal coloring for graphs in this extended class. 
A number of questions remain open, both methodological nd technical. First, 
are there applications of this class other than layer assignment for wires across a 
channel in the single-layer-per-net wiring model? Second, even within this applica- 
tion, finding a color assignment that achieves the chromatic number is not the 
ultimate question. Since such a coloring is not unique, the remaining problem is to 
find that coloring which will enable optimal detailed routhg (using generalizations 
of river routing [ 11,131.) Detailed routing calls for the assignment of the exact 
geometric location of the nets in order to minimize the channel width. This problem 
is open even for permutation graphs [121. 
Concerning raph theoretical aspects, we have demonstrated the relationship 
between trapezoid graphs and interval order dimension. There are three open ques- 
tions which we formulate here: 
It is known that any transitive orientation of the complement of an interval graph 
is an interval order. We do not know if this holds for interval order dimensions 
higher than 1. 
Question 1. For any pair of posets Pi and PZ having the same incomparability 
graph, is iodim(P, )= iodim(&)? 
On one hand, interval orders can be recognized in polynomial time. On the other 
hand, the problem of determining whether iodim(P)zk is N&complete for any 
3 [ 151. Therefore, the followin roblem remains: 
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Question 2, Whzt is the computational complexity of determining whether aposet 
has interval order dimension 2? 
Fig. 5. The graphs Cs and ce. 
Finally, these two questions are obviously related to our third open problem: 
Question 3. What is the computational complexity of recognizing a trapezoid 
graph? 
Table 1 
Strongly perfect Yes yes no l[lQ 
Trapezoid and 
proper tolerance 
Yes no Yes no 
Example Fig. 4 c6 Fig. 6 c6 
The classes of proper tolerance graphs and trapezoid graphs share a number of 
common properties: They include all interval graphs and all permutation graphs, 
they are themseives coTR0 graphs, and they may not contain any induced chordless 
cycle Ck for k z 5 nor the complement Ck for kz 5 (see Fig. 5). We are not aware 
of any work relating proper tolerance graphs with trapezoid graphs. Table 1 shows 
that they are distinct from the strongly perfect graphs. 
Fig. 6. A trapezoid raph which is not strongly perfect. 
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Note added in proof 
In a personal communication, Man Hoffman has pointed out that trapezoid col- 
oring may be accomplished by a greedy algorithm [9] being applied to the incidence 
matrix of the partial order < of the trapezoids where the rows are numbered in 
decreasing order of the bi, the columns are numbered in increasing order of the ci 
and Ti < Tj if Ti is disjoint from and to the left of Tj. We can show that our 
algorithm is equivalent to the greedy method, without actually building the matrix, 
thereby obtaining the complexity result. 
Trapezoid graphs have been studied recently by Corneil and Kamula [I,21 where 
they are called II graphs. 
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